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Metacognition

Critical awareness as a thinker and learner
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When Vanity is the Salvation to Self-Confidence


What is Vanity? I quickly look vanity up on the definition, and I found this particular definition fitted for the blog’s content. vanity /ˈvanɪti/ excessive pride in or admiration of one’s own appearance or achievements (From Oxford Languages) Then, the boy digs deeper into the …
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How to create happy positive emotions by easy self-help and mindfulness


Mindfulness starts with a slow pace It was a seemingly uneventful afternoon, with the sun shining bright and warm in the usually hot and humid Singapore. Yet, my view was clouded with glooms, and the air smelt of the stench of staleness. I felt heavy …
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When Depression is about Successful Survivorship


It was just another ordinary day after a mundane routine of unimportant work. Like a bunch of worker ants on clockwork, we mindlessly took the company transport from the office in the industrial estate and alighted at the nearest MRT (Mass Rapid Transit) train station. …
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Growing ChatGPT AI Generated Content Everywhere, Should We Be Fearful?


The trending articles that burst out on my news reader surround the use of ChatGPT AI or Open AI-generated content. Most articles discuss and warn of the danger of widely used AI-generated content, including images, in academic essays, and many more. Only a couple of …
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How To Spot A Manipulative Partner Early And Avoid Incompatible Relationships?


Manipulative people are masters at making you feel like the bad guy. They’ll play mind games with you to get what they want. You don’t always know immediately that you have a relationship with a manipulative partner, but don’t worry. There are ways to spot …
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Sustaining Admiration Leads to Lasting Love

Admiration is probably one of the most significant elements in the earliest days of romance or any relationship. When we see a photo of an old couple, like the one used in this post, we assume that they have been in love the whole time. We crave a lasting love, but where does that come from?

When we try to remember the beginnings, we often focus on the behaviors; how our lovers treated us at the beginning of the relationship, how we were always on the phone, making video calls, and hanging out together. Let’s slide the focus to the far end of the beginnings, the real beginning – the attraction. Often, admiration is the first spark of interest. We admire how this person speaks, thinks, sings, dances, or what matters to us. If we stop admiring this person over time, we should examine the reason.

Initial admiration may be short-lived, a necessary component to help us find a suitable or attractive mate. A sustaining admiration keeps the love glowing for a long time, for some, a lifetime.

(Featured image source: Annie Spratt on Unsplash)
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Conflicts Mitigation With Patience For A Happy Ending


Conflicts and disputes arise when least expected. It was a long day from one medical facility to another for my physical examinations. I only had a couple of Ritz crackers in the morning before I left home. It was twenty minutes past five o’clock by …
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Is Facebook Depression A Real Thing And Should We Care?


“Is Facebook Depression A Real Thing And Should We Care?”. I was curious about the relationship between social media platforms, specifically Facebook, and depressiveness. For my literature review assessment for my psychology studies, I set the research question as, “Facebook Effects on Depression in University …
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About Me
 


LIS SUN CRANDALL
Lis is a firm advocate for raising mental health awareness. With her psychology background, Lis adopts the Socratic approach to question presuppositions and uses behavioral science to explain pattern-forming habits. Lis's richened experiential learning outlook comes from studying and living in Singapore, Australia, Denmark, and currently residing in America. 






 The articles, essays, and other writings published on this website are not and do not contain medical advice and should not be used as a substitute for seeking medical attention. If you believe that you are suffering from a mental health condition, please consult a licensed mental health therapist or medical professional.
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What is the Role of Positive Psychology?

Can there be too much positivity? 

It’s possible. Positive psychology is a valuable tool and application to treat minor ailments and as a mental health maintenance and optimizer. However, we cannot dismiss the importance of the less desired emotions as they are eager to tell a story, too. 

“There can be too much positivity in positive psychology”, remarked a psychology coursemate. 


We were taken aback by that remark in one of the in-class discussions about addressing psychological issues with different approaches. That discussion happened a few years ago when I was doing my foundation year studies in psychology. I gave it a lot of thought after that class activity and wasn’t sure where I stood about positive psychology then. I was more inclined towards positive psychology applications. Well, it’s “positive,” so it must be good, right? So I assumed. 

 Continue reading What is the Role of Positive Psychology?
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About LIS WRITES
 


LIS WRITES narrates the creative thoughts of the author, Lis Crandall, on mental health and mental wellbeing topics. Lis adopts a growth mindset to boost excellent mental well-being.
LIS WRITES promotes nurturing metacognition by mindful introspection to become more aware of the inner workings of one's mind that have effects on the behaviours.
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